
apply now!



You are a student of architecture, urban space, interior 

design or close to these fields? You have spatial and 

conceptual skills? You have drawing skills in 3D or 2D 

and are familiar with building mock-ups? You are not 

afraid of carrying material around? or not afraid of 

harsh winter/ summer times and finestaub? or you have 

a special interest in social or political contexts? or a 

special cooking receipt? 

If you identify yourself with our activities and if you 

can imagine spending at least 6 month working with 

us, then apply with your portfolio to our architect-in-

residence-program. The summer period starts at the 

1st of February - the winter period starts at the 1st of 

September.

apply now!



we do . . .



On the background of an architecture and craft education we 

are an artistic orientated architecture studio. The work usually 

commutes and combines architecture or urban planing, design 

and art or culture. We love the direct connection between 

planing and building. Understanding Material with its physical an 

mental properties is one of the main force that drives us on the 

way to a concept. Besides the product we understand designing 

as a process, either in planing as well as in building. 

Our everyday life takes place in a self-build office as a result of 

an ongoing conceptual transformation. Mostly we are working 

with public institutions and cultural actors. Between practice 

and teaching on different schools. We are proud to be part of 

the wide field of architecture faculties in stuttgart, like the art 

academy, the university or the technical university and are far 

known besides the borders of Europe. Currently we are setting 

up a connection between Hamburg and Stuttgart.

we are / we do



we are located at . . .



the umschichten academy is located on the campus of the 

Kunstverein Wagenhalle - a creative hub with around 80 artists. 

A diverse context between painters, graphics, sculpturers, 

musicians, architects and scenographers. 

It contains individual working ateliers as well as workshops 

for wood and metal. The gradient of usage varies from a huge 

concert hall to an very experimental music or exhibition program. 

The Kunstverein area is two stops away from the central station 

and already won a prize for its selfmade bottom-up-strategy 

in urban planing. We are looking forward to move into the new 

hangar of the Kunstverein that was renovated during the last 

two years and is now established as a main core in the cultural 

landscape of Stuttgart. 

we are located at



capsule living lab



As an extension to our office we have a series of containers that 

are all self-build and part of an exploration of different concepts. 

The everyday laboratory is part of your lifetime on that occasion. 

You will have the choice to be hosted in one of these containers 

on our campus. The containers are the size of a cabin or tiny 

house and only work in an ensemble with others. Therefor 

we have a sauna-container that already served conspirative 

sessions during theater pieces, a workshop container that 

already traveled to action planing workshops through Germany 

and on top we have a cuisine container. That one already served 

big festivals like 72hoururbanaction or hotel shabby-shabby in 

cooperation with raumlabor. The kitchen container is part of our 

space stock and can be used to experiment with food on the 

everyday lunch occasion.

capsule living lab



For further information go to: 

www.umschichten.de 
www.instagram.com/umschichten 
www.facebook.com/umschichten

umschichten
Innerer Nordbahnhof 1

70191 Stuttgart

post@umschichten.de

apply with your motivation letter along with a CV and 
portfolio (5 MB max.) to post@umschichten.de


